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Adapt. Respond. Deliver.



Recognized as the leader in fluid truck loading and unloading material handling 

solutions, FMH Conveyors manufactures, installs and services a complete range 

of custom engineered and designed conveyors for applications in distribution, 

manufacturing, assembly, and packaging operations.

Our NestaFlex, MaxxReach, BestFlex, BestReach and BestConnect brands are 

known throughout the industry for their superior design and functionality. Our 

products are built to deliver lasting conveyor performance in punishing conditions 

often associated with shipping and receiving.

We take pride in providing our customers the right product for their application. 

We go beyond the details of the initial spec to ensure that we understand all the 

needs so that the equipment solution is the right one for the job. With over 87 

combined years of expertise and leadership in material handling, we have a strong, 

knowledgeable, and highly-skilled team. 

FMH Conveyors delivers the exemplary customer service by providing 24/7, 356 

day/year support. Whether you need a part shipped or a technician to arrive on-site, 

we promise to take care of you right away. FMH Conveyors is a Duravant Company.

It’s the Company Behind the 
Machine that Makes a Difference.



NestaFlex is a well known brand throughout the material handling industry 

from retail store receiving, to distribution center shipping to packaging lines. It 

stands for superior design and functionality allowing for complete portability, 

expansion, contraction, and flexing into curves. Our flexible gravity conveyors 

improve shipping, transportation and packaging efficiency with its ability to 

easily move to different locations and positions.

NestaFlex 200 Roller 
Conveyors
A light-medium duty, flexible gravity 

conveyor that is specifically designed 

to handle odd shaped boxes, bags, 

drums, and pails in low to medium 

volume applications.

NestaFlex Light-Medium 
Duty 226 Skate Wheel 
Conveyors
A general purpose light-medium duty, 

gravity conveyor that is designed to 

handle multi-sized packages in low to 

medium volume applications.

FLEXIBLE GRAVITY CONVEYORS 

DEVELOPERS 

OF INNOVATIVE 

SOLUTIONS 



NestaFlex Heavy Duty 376AL/FL 
Skate Wheel Conveyors
An extremely durable, heavy duty, gravity conveyor 

that provides the strength necessary to handle heavy 

packages in high volume applications. Designed to be 

adjustable or fixed heights, the adjustable conveyor 

(AL) uses hand knobs to raise and lower the legs while 

the fixed leg model (FL) is preset by set screws based 

on application.

FLEXIBLE GRAVITY CONVEYORS Durable, Reliable and Easy to 
Maintain Products 

NestaFlex Heavy Duty 376PL 
Skate Wheel Conveyors
The leading expandable gravity conveyor for high 

volume shipping needs that can be equipped 

with several engineered options including guide 

track, herringbone transition, and power assist to 

help enhance ergonomics and productivity.



BestFlex is recognized throughout the world as the brand that saves time 

and labor and increases overall efficiencies in a wide range of truck loading, 

unloading and manual sortation applications. BestFlex flexible power conveyors 

provide the same function and versatility as gravity systems, but with the 

benefit of powered rollers. By powering the conveyors, any package size can 

be moved any distance at variable rates of speed. Flexible powered conveyors 

provide maximum productivity in shipping, transportation and packaging 

applications where usability and adaptability are needed.

FLEXIBLE POWER CONVEYORS 

DELIVERERS 

OF UNRIVALED 

PRODUCT 

PERFORMANCE 



BestFlex 1.5 Flexible Power Conveyors
This product offers consistency in its high performance and quality for 

shipping or receiving hundreds to thousands of packages a day. It comes 

standard with heavy duty 16 gauge precision bearing 1.5” diameter 

steel rollers; 6” x 2” heavy duty casters with brakes; 1.59” 

aluminum extruded side plates with bolted construction; and 

the conveyor can be adjusted from 31½” to 41½” heights. 

Designed with a maximum compaction ratio to take 

advantage of that valuable floor space.

FLEXIBLE POWER CONVEYORS Solutions for Maximizing
Productivity

BestFlex 1.9 Flexible Power Conveyors
Similar in features to the BestFlex 1.5, this conveyor is designed with heavier duty components. The 16 gauge 

precision bearing steel rollers are 1.9” in diameter; casters with brakes measure 8” x 2”; aluminum extruded 

side plates with bolted construction are 2”; and the conveyor can be adjusted from 28½” to 37½” heights. It 

is engineered for maximum durability to withstand the heavy duty applications.



MaxxReach has a long history of supplying the material handling industry 

with high volume loading and unloading solutions. With its multiple options 

and diverse capabilities, operators are able to configure the equipment to best 

meet their specific needs. The MaxxReach telescopic conveyor provides the 

highest level of productivity for large volume shipping and receiving applications 

at all types of distribution centers. With its narrow footprint, long reach and 

cantilevered extension, you stay clear of the floor surfaces and gain valuable 

floor space. Our state-of-the-art engineered design incorporates quality, 

ergonomics, and safety into each built-to-order design.

TELESCOPIC CONVEYORS

DESIGNERS, 

MAKERS, AND 

MAINTAINERS 

OF HIGHLY 

ENGINEERED 

MATERIAL 

HANDLING 

EQUIPMENT 



MaxxReach Telescopic Conveyors
MaxxReach telescopic conveyors are uniquely designed for each customer depending 

on the specific application. We make sure to spend the time needed to fully understand 

your application, so that we can design the perfect solution for your needs.

TELESCOPIC CONVEYORS Unparalleled Quality.
Maximum Performance.



BestReach is an established brand with a long-standing reputation for 

quality and reliability. Our rigid conveyor systems are the perfect solution that 

provide full reach all the way into the trailer from your permanent conveyor 

system with the highest level of ergonomic benefits and safety controls 

available in the industry. BestReach belt and roller drive-out conveyors are built 

tough to handle those heavy volume and high impact shipping jobs that run 

multiple shifts throughout the day. Belt driveout conveyors provide complete 

product control with the reliability of the continuous belt surface. Roller drive-

out conveyors include accumulation options to maintain throughput with zone-

controlled package spacing and to prevent product damage.

BestReach Rigid Belt Conveyors
Designed to service 53 ft. trailers as well as smaller pup 

trailers, this conveyor can power in and out of the trailer with 

no operator effort for improved ergonomics.

RIGID DRIVE-OUT CONVEYORS 

PROVIDERS 

OF THE BEST 

QUALITY IN 

EVERY MARKET 

WE SERVE 



BestReach Rigid Roller Conveyors
Similar to the rigid belt conveyor, this rigid roller conveyor services 53 ft. and pup 

trailers, but is specifically designed with accumulation options to allow a single operator 

to float across multiple dock doors in order to maintain efficiencies.

RIGID DRIVE-OUT CONVEYORS Premium Quality Products that 
Offer More Value 



BestConnect is the newest brand in the FMH Conveyors portfolio. Initially 

designed for E-commerce applications, this product can be easily reconfigured 

to meet your current or future shipping and receiving needs. The BestConnect 

system is an innovative reconfigurable conveyor system that can easily link 

flexible and rigid products together to make loading, unloading and manual 

sortation faster and more efficient. This conveying system incorporates 

photo electronics to provide automated flow control giving the user improved 

ergonomics, reduced labor costs, and improved service life.

RIGID RECONFIGURABLE CONVEYOR

MOST 

INNOVATIVE 

AND RELIABLE 

ENGINEERED 

EQUIPMENT 30 Degree Merge

5 ft. Straight Section



The BestConnect System
The BestConnect system is easily reconfigurable because it moves on 5” x 1 ½” casters. Each piece is 

designed as an independent standalone section with its own control panel. Units attach and plug into 

each other easily and quickly. The BestConnect system can even be added to your existing conveyor 

configuration with a standard 120VAC power connection. Its modular design allows sections to be added, 

removed and reconfigured easily with no additional engineering required. It is ideal for startup operations 

or for facilities that need to increase capacity during seasonal peaks.

RIGID RECONFIGURABLE CONVEYOR More than Equipment. 
A Complete Solution. 

90 Degree Curve

Ball Transfer



Adapt. Respond. Deliver.

QUALITY PRODUCTS. QUALITY SERVICE.FMHCARE

Our commitment is to provide the best products and the best service. While 

some products are less complex and may only require a manual or spare parts kit for 

servicing, others are more sophisticated which benefit from a preventive maintenance 

program for improved system reliability, long-term use and peace of mind.

24/7/365 Technical Support

Whether it’s during the day, in the middle of the night, on a holiday or weekend, we 

know it’s critical when a conveyor goes down. Our technical support staff is available to 

answer the call and arrange for a technician to be on-site quickly.

Field Service

Our skilled technicians are highly trained and strategically located throughout the 

United States to assist with emergency situations and scheduled service calls. These 

technicians are available to support your maintenance activities and objectives to 

increase productivity, reduce running costs, and maximize equipment availability.

Replacement parts

Replacement parts availability is key to ensuring our conveyors perform around the 

clock. We have parts covering generations of our conveyors because of their durability 

and reliability. To ensure reliability, it is important to always use only genuine FMH 

Conveyors parts as replacements on our conveyors.

Preventive Maintenance

Our preventive maintenance program is more than an investment in protecting an 

equipment purchase. We create a partnership between the customer and FMH 

Conveyors that enables us to provide support throughout the entire lifecycle of our 

products. From preventive maintenance to monitoring spare parts inventory, our mission 

is to be there before the plant experiences a problem to avoid costly downtime.

PRODUCTS THAT 

WORK HARD.  

PEOPLE THAT 

WORK HARDER.  



Adapt. Respond. Deliver.

QUALITY PRODUCTS. QUALITY SERVICE.



410 Horizon Drive, Suite 200    Suwanee, GA 30024

Tel 678.745.3720    Toll Free 800.669.1501    Fax 678.482.1837

email: FMHsales@fmhconveyors.com
www.fmhconveyors.com
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